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MESSAGE FROM ADFD
CHAIRMAN

MESSAGE FROM
DIRECTOR GENERAL

2020 has been a year like no other, as countries
across the globe stepped up efforts to contain
the Covid-19 pandemic and cope with its
fallout on various sectors. This unprecedented
global health crisis has highlighted the need to
coordinate efforts and strengthen international
cooperation to help the nations with limited
resources come out of the pandemic with the
least possible damage.

The world has gone through a challenging time since
the Covid-19 outbreak began. The pandemic has
become a major turning point in human history, not only
due to its far-reaching implications for public health,
but also because of the unprecedented economic and
social disruption it caused as well as the precautionary
measures it mandated, such as closing borders between
countries and suspending flights. As the pandemic
has negatively affected all walks of life and restricted
development activities and programs, it has pushed the
global economy into a state of stagnation.

SHEIKH MANSOUR BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN

MOHAMMED SAIF AL SUWAIDI

Chairman

Director General

Despite these challenges, the UAE, thanks to the vision
of its wise leadership, has taken a host of preventive
measures that helped the country effectively respond
to the pandemic, and regain business momentum to
pre-crisis levels.
In addition to safeguarding its local population, the
UAE government has been a forerunner in offering
medical and food aid to alleviate the sufferings of the
countries affected by Covid-19. This articulated the
genuine approach adopted by the UAE in supporting
the brotherly and friendly countries. Its policy of
providing assistance to all nations going through
difficult times without any discrimination has always
been a key pillar of its developmental and humanitarian
agenda that has earned it wide international acclaim.

the projects under development in many developing
countries in view of the extraordinary circumstances
caused by the Covid-19.
Despite the unprecedented scale of the crisis caused
by the pandemic, we are confident to come out of it
stronger and more resilient, as we have been successful
in harnessing the power of technology and connectivity
to advance the development of strategic sectors
including communications, education, healthcare, food
security and micro-industries. Furthermore, ADFD’s
plans, programs and development and economic
initiatives have proven to be highly effective both
at the local and international levels, enabling the
developing countries to remain resilient in the face of
the challenges and work relentlessly to shape a better
future for their people.

Our state-of-the-art infrastructure, and crisis-ready
institutions that function in perfect harmony among
them, especially those having a significant role in
supporting the national economy and promoting
sustainable development across the globe, such as
Abu Dhabi Fund for Development, helped the country
raise to the challenges created by the pandemic
and turn them into opportunities. These institutions
played an instrumental role in effectively tackling the
consequences of the pandemic through launching
several initiatives that helped the UAE navigate the
impacts of the pandemic at the national level, while
assisting developing countries to cope with the crisis
and advance along the path towards sustainable
development.

As we edge closer to the golden jubilee of ADFD,
which coincides with the formation of the UAE, we
look back with immense pride at the Fund’s efforts
over the past years in promoting the UAE’s status as
one of the most prominent donors of development
aid. These efforts have been instrumental in helping
developing countries achieve sustainable development,
and addressing their socio-economic challenges. In
parallel, we supported the economic diversification
agenda of the UAE and helped the national exports
sector enhance its competitiveness in global markets,
supporting the country’s vision and strategies to drive
the growth of the national economy as a basic pillar of
sustainable development.

In the midst of the pandemic, the fund allocated more
than AED2.7 billion towards various development of
projects in ten countries, which enabled the beneficiary
countries to continue implementing development
programs and overcome the challenges coming along
with their pursuit of sustainable development. The
Fund also actively followed up on the progress of

As we are bidding farewell to 2020 and welcoming
a new year, we have full faith in the competence of
ADFD’s workforce to tackle the challenges ahead and
continue their outstanding performance. I am confident
that such efforts will ensure the UAE’s prominent status
at the forefront of developed countries not only in
international development, but in all domains.
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Despite the challenges presented by Covid-19, the
UAE has effectively responded to this crisis from an
early stage owing to the wise directives of its visionary
leadership. The country has extended all possible
support to the healthcare sector and launched a variety
of initiatives to stimulate the economy and mitigate the
pandemic’s negative impacts. By turning the challenges
the pandemic created into opportunities, the country
has enhanced its status as a safe destination for work,
trade and investment.

countries to weather the economic fallout from the
COVID-19 pandemic and ensure their financial stability.

As part of its crucial role in delivering the country’s
economic development agenda, Abu Dhabi Fund for
Development has continued with the implementation
of its developmental programs aimed at achieving
sustainable development both within the UAE and
across developing countries, especially after several
economic sectors started showing clear signs of
recovery in the second half of 2020.

In 2020, the Fund maintained its funding activities
by supporting several development projects in
developing countries, as well as following up on the
implementation of the existing projects. Despite the
unprecedented challenges posed by the pandemic
to its operations, the Fund financed 12 development
projects worth AED2.7 billion in ten countries,
presenting a unique model for supporting developing
countries to overcome the challenges they faced as
a result of the COVID-19 outbreak. These projects
focused on several strategic sectors including
healthcare, education, transportation, and energy,
bringing the total value of the projects financed and
invested by the fund by 2020-end to AED153.7 billion
across 95 countries worldwide.

In conjunction with the economic stimulus packages
the Government has announced, the Fund has
launched several initiatives at the local and global
levels to help withstand the economic fallout of the
pandemic. It launched an AED1 billion initiative to
support the national companies operating in vital
sectors affected by the pandemic including healthcare
and food security, helping them maintain their
performance.
In line with the UAE’s vision of developing a
competitive industrial sector and enhance its access
to global markets, ADFD supported several national
exporters through Abu Dhabi Exports Office (ADEX),
which allocated AED550 million to finance the exports
by Emirati companies and help them quickly recover
from the impact of Covid-19 pandemic.
Furthermore, the Fund also announced an initiative
to defer the monthly instalments on the outstanding
loans of developing countries in response to G20
Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI), articulating
ADFD’s commitment to helping the beneficiary

ADFD also supported the UAE’s pledge to the Arab
Coordination Group that allocated US$10 billion
(AED36.73 billion) to help developing countries
overcome the challenges brought about by the
pandemic. The aid particularly focused on the provision
of medical supplies to the countries that were most
affected by Covid-19 outbreak.

As we are gearing up for the ‘Year of the 50th’ that
commemorates 50 years of the UAE’s formation, ADFD
looks forward to continuing its journey of promoting
the country’s developmental role locally and globally
through implementing innovative development
programs. These efforts will go a long way in fulfilling
the aspirations of its wise leadership to position the
UAE at the forefront of developed countries, while
achieving the objectives of the country’s international
development policy.
We credit our dedicated workforce for the
achievements ADFD has made during these
unprecedented times, without whose efforts and
commitment our mission to support sustainable
economic development at local and global levels would
not have been possible.
13
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MISSION
To help developing countries achieve sustainable economic
growth and reduce poverty by providing financial resources,
forging partnerships in the public and private sectors,
and adopting international best practices to ensure aid
effectiveness.

VISION
To be a model institution in providing development assistance
that alleviates global poverty.

VALUES
Cooperative
• Collaborate without boundaries
• Show care and respect for others’ views
• Encourage team achievements

Creative
• Always improving focus on solutions not problems
• Embrace change with positive attitude

Committed
• Responsible for high performance
• Adhere to high ethical standards
• Determined to achieve our goals

Competent
• Encourage personal development
• Confidence in our abilities
• Improve corporate skills and knowledge
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ESTABLISHMENT
Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) was established in 1971 as a leading economic
and financial institution in the field of development work. Mandated to contribute in
implementing the UAE’s sustainable economic development policies within the UAE and
in developing countries, ADFD provides assistance through development financing, as well
as via direct and indirect investments. The Fund also supports in expanding opportunities
for national private sector investments locally and globally.
Through its development funding, ADFD finances and supports infrastructure projects in
cooperation and coordination with the governments of developing countries – helping
them achieve their goals and outlined development priorities. These infrastructure projects
focus on the most influential sectors in accelerating the pace of economic growth, such as
transport, housing, agriculture and water, industry, energy, as well as service sectors, such
as education, health and tourism.

THOUSANDS

of development
projects

95

beneficiary
countries

AED 16 BILLION
Capital

Headquarters

ABU DHABI

The Fund’s investments also represent an essential component within its operational
activity in order to achieve sustainable economic development in beneficiary countries.
ADFD’s direct and indirect investments contribute to stimulating economic growth
by investing in companies of various sectors and private equity funds in a number of
countries in partnership with public and private companies. These investments range
between full or partial ownership, as well as investments in capital markets through
deposits and bonds. ADFD’s investments contribute positively to supplementing the
fundamentals of development, providing new job opportunities for the population, and
improving the quality of life.
Lastly, ADFD also plays a major role in contributing to the support of the UAE national
economy and enhancing its competitiveness through various investment initiatives and
tools that are employed to advance growth in the national economy and in line with the
UAE Vision 2021, the UAE Centennial 2071 and the Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030.
Aimed at building a diversified and sustainable knowledge economy and ensuring the
adoption of a balanced approach to economic and social development, ADFD has
prioritised UAE export financing and financing for the national private sector – both of
which are crucial in supporting the growth of the country’s national economy.

OBJECTIVES
ADFD’s goals and objectives include:
• Contributing to achieving sustainable development in developing countries by
providing concessionary development loans to finance projects that improve
infrastructure and support economic growth.
• Entering into diversified investments in developing countries to achieve economic
development, which include capital contributions in companies based in those
countries, and as well as capital markets investments through deposits and bonds.
• Supporting and contributing to the diversification of the UAE national economy.
• Providing technical expertise and knowledge in various areas of economic
development.

18
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OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY
I. Development Funding
Direct development funding is one of ADFD’s most
important financial activities. It plays a crucial
role in driving sustainable growth in developing
countries. Through its development funding work,
ADFD offers concessionary loans for vital projects
in developing countries, all the while helping these
countries to achieve sustainable economic growth.
Projects financed by ADFD focus on sectors key to
accelerating development in beneficiary countries.

AED 10.5 Billion
Investments

AED 102.3 Billion

Development funding

AED 41 Billion

Deposits in forms
of aids

AED 153.7 Billion

Total development funding
and investments

The loans are long-term in nature, have affordable
interest rates and are in line with the standards of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD). Before funding, projects are
meticulously studied for their technical and economic
impact, as well as to ensure feasibility of meeting
defined objectives.

II. Investments
ADFD’s investments play an important role in
complementing the Fund’s economic development
agenda in developing countries. These investments
work to stimulate sustainable economic growth,
and also contribute to stimulating the growth of
the private sector. ADFD’s investment activities are
characterized into two main categories, namely:

1. Equity Participation
ADFD invests in companies and equity funds in
various countries either through full ownership
or through equity sharing with public or private
companies. The Fund’s strategy focuses on investment
in companies that serve crucial economic sectors,
such as tourism, industry and private equity funds.
This strategy helps to enhance the role of the private
sector in beneficiary countries, reflecting positively on
economic development and creating jobs.

2. Bonds and Bank Deposits
In addition to equity participation, ADFD makes
indirect investment in bonds and deposits due to their
instrumental role in stimulating economic growth and
in providing financial resources to bolster the financial
and monetary stability of beneficiary countries.

through various investment programmes and tools.
Offered with the aim of stimulating the growth of the
local economy and contributing to building a solid
and sustainable economic structure in line with the
vision and strategies of the UAE, ADFD’s tools in this
area include the following:

1. Financing national exports

III. Supporting the National
Economy
ADFD works to support the national economy of
the UAE and achieve sustainable economic growth
20

ADFD has taken concrete steps to support the
national economy and contribute to the economic
diversification policy adopted by the UAE. Through
the establishment of the Abu Dhabi Exports Office
(ADEX), which aims to support and enhance
the competitiveness of national companies and

provide solutions for them. ADEX provides buyer’s
credit facilities in form of loans and guarantees to
boost and open new markets for UAE exports. By
providing qualified overseas buyers with access to
competitive export financing gives, UAE companies
gain a powerful strategic advantage, particularly
in the current economic environment when access
to commercial financing is more challenging and
expensive in many emerging global markets. It also
reduces the risk and financial exposure of UAE
exporters on international transactions, enabling
companies to safely expand into strategic growth
markets.

2. Supporting national companies
To help national companies expand their business
and enter new markets, the Fund seeks to increase
the competitiveness of the private sector locally
and internationally and strengthen its crucial role in
the overall economic development of the country.
To achieve this goal, the Fund works with national
companies on developing projects in various countries
through leveraging its partnerships and initiatives
across the globe. This, in turn, raises the status of
those companies and creates further investment
opportunities for them across the globe.

21
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ADFD INITIATIVES TO
COMBAT THE COVID-19
CRISIS
Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) initiated
various measures to address the fallout of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the social and economic
landscape of the UAE and the developing world.
Furthermore, these measures and initiatives
enabled the local companies to continue with
their activities and to achieve better results by
enhancing their financial solvency and continuing
with their growth plans. In addition to enabling the
national economy to enhance its efficiency, these
initiatives helped developing countries pursue their
sustainable economic development goals amid the
unprecedented challenges created by the global
pandemic and its impact on economic growth. Some
of the significant initiatives by ADFD are as follows:

AED1 Billion Support to
National Companies
One of ADFD’s key priorities during the COVID-19
pandemic is to support the national economy and
Emirati companies. This led the Fund to launch an
AED1 billion programme in June 2020 to provide loans
on preferential terms to national companies operating
in vital sectors affected by the pandemic as well as in
sectors including health, food security and industry.
That enabled the firms affected by the pandemic to
maintain their performance and ultimately contribute
to the national economy.
To this end, the Fund set up a technical committee
to assess the applications submitted by interested
companies to benefit from the scheme and enhance
their financial positions. Out of the 51 applications,
20 were identified as priority requests. The Fund
approved the loan applications of those that fulfilled
its pre-set terms and conditions.

Coordination Group Initiative
As part of the UAE’s pledge to the Arab Coordination
Group, the Fund allocated US$10 billion (AED36.73
billion) to help developing countries overcome the
challenges brought about by the pandemic. The
aid particularly focused on the provision of medical
supplies to partner countries that were most affected,
helping them ensure the availability of essential
materials needed for virus prevention. Additionally,
the amount was used to support strategic sectors,
including agriculture, food security, energy, education,
and small and medium enterprises.
24

Deferral of Debt Payment
The Fund announced a decision to defer the monthly
instalments on 2020 outstanding loans and interests
of countries, as well as individual companies, that
availed its concessionary loans. The initiative was
aimed at helping beneficiary countries and firms in
the developing world to weather the economic fallout
from the COVID-19 pandemic.

The move was in line with the UAE’s support for G20
Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) launched
by the World Bank to address debt vulnerabilities
in low-income countries due to the pandemic and
help them fulfil their development objectives. The
initiative spanned the period from January 1 to
December 31, 2020.
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CONCESSIONARY
LOANS
Despite the unprecedented economic disruption
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic to the global
economy, ADFD continued to carry out its
developmental commitment in partner countries
and ensure timely implementation of projects to
help the countries overcome the challenges of the
pandemic in 2020.
Apart from launching an AED1 billion initiative
to support the national companies affected by
the Covid-19 pandemic, the Fund joined the G20
Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI) by
deferring the monthly installments on outstanding
loans and interests of countries availed of its
concessionary loans until December 31, 2020. The
initiative aligned with the UAE’s support for lowincome countries during pandemic to fulfil their
development objectives. ADFD also supported the
UAE’s pledge to the Arab Coordination Group to
allocate US$10 billion (AED36.73 billion) to assist
developing countries amid the challenges brought
about by the epidemic on various sectors.

Solar Power Plant

55 Million

Renewable energy serves a key driver to enable developing countries to ensure reliable,
affordable and sustainable access to energy and meet the growing needs of their population
and economic sectors. As part of its priority to support this sector, ADFD financed the
construction of a solar power plant in Togo by allocating AED 55 million. The project is part
of Fund’s initiative to support renewable energy projects to drive sustainable development
in the country and elsewhere in the world in cooperation with IRENA.

TOGO

The 30-megawatt plant covers the need of 600,000 families, apart from fulfilling the
requirement of educational and health institutions, as well as that of small and medium
enterprises that are able to increase their output. Apart from supplying clean energy to the
masses at a comparatively more affordable price, the plant helps reduce carbon emission by
9,242 tonnes per year.

Fiscal Balancing Programme (Third Installment)

BAHRAIN

In 2020, ADFD allocated around AED2.2 billion
towards the development of four projects in Togo,
Bahrain, Liberia and Niger. Focusing on strategic
sectors such as health, education and renewable
energy and support for the balance of payments,
the funding provided the much-needed support
to the beneficiary economies to meet their
development objectives.
The initiatives by the Fund, particularly this year,
are a testimony to its commitment to driving
sustainable economic development in developing
countries at a critical time when the world has
been reeling under the effect of Covid-19.

AED

AED

2 Billion

As part of the UAE’s pledge to provide loans worth AED12.5 billion to Bahrain over a
period of five years, ADFD allocated the third installment of its financial assistance valued
at AED 2 billion to the Bahraini government’s fiscal balance programme, announced in
2018, to help the Kingdom stimulate economic growth and achieve a balance between the
government revenues and expenditure. The programme includes a range of initiatives to
support the sustainability of public finances, thus enabling Bahrain to continue to implement
development projects and attract foreign investment.

Hydropower Plant

AED

29 Million

Liberia is one of the first countries in Africa to include clean and affordable energy into its
overall development strategy given the significance of renewable energy in accelerating
economic development and creating new job opportunities through promoting rural
electrification. As part of its support for this vital sector, ADFD financed an AED 29.3 million
hydropower plant project in the country.

LIBERIA

The 2.1MW facility in Guy River County is meant to electrify rural homes and cover the
supply shortfall at schools, hospitals, companies and industries in the southeastern region of
Liberia from safe, sustainable and affordable energy resources.
The project also reduces carbon emission annually by 9,600 tonnes thus improving the air
quality and enhancing public health.

AED 2.2 Billion
total loans

Solar PV Plant

4
beneficiary countries

4
development projects

2
various sectors
28

NIGER

AED

37 Million

Considering the critical importance of renewable energy in helping developing countries
accelerate socioeconomic development, ADFD financed the construction of a 2.1MW solar
photovoltaic power plant in Niger. Apart from supplying electricity at a lower price to about
150,000 individuals, the facility supports the country’s strategy to increase the share of solar
power in the country’s energy mix and reduce its reliance on fossil fuel. Furthermore, the
project improves access to essential services that rely on renewable energy such schools
and healthcare centers, provides safe drinking water and boosts agriculture.
Implemented in cooperation with IRENA, the project goes a long way in supporting the
country’s plan to electrify 200 rural villages and minimise environmental pollution.
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Development Loans in 2020
Value in AED Million

TOGO

BAHRAIN

LIBERIA

NIGER

Solar power
Plant

Fiscal
Balancing
Programme

Hydropower
Plant

Solar PV
Plant

Renewable Energy

Diverse Sectors

Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy

AED

AED

2

AED

29

AED

37

Million

Bllion

Million

Million

55

Total

2.2

AED
Million
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DEVELOPMENT
GRANTS
The government grants managed by ADDF have
played a key role in supporting development
programs and driving overall economic growth in
emerging countries. Following the unprecedented
impact of Covid-19 pandemic on global economy
in 2020, the Fund stepped up efforts to ensure the
availability of financial resources for developing
countries to support their development programs
and overcome the challenges posed by the
pandemic. In providing this financial support, the
Fund enabled the beneficiary countries to promote
the continued growth of productive sectors and
accelerate growth. In 2020, the Fund approved
eight development grants valued at AED 579.6
million across six countries including Albania,
Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Sudan, Uzbekistan,
and Maldives. These grants were allocated
towards the implementation of several strategic
development projects that help accelerate the pace
of economic recovery in the developing countries
following the pandemic.

Construction of Housing Units

ALBANIA

AED

As part of its continued efforts to help developing countries ensure social stability and
provide improved livelihoods for their population, ADFD funded the development and
construction of 2,027 integrated housing units in 8 different locations in the city of Durres,
Albania. The project aims to help rebuild some areas of Durres region affected by the
earthquake hit the region in 2019. In ensuring a decent, affordable and safe housing for the
local population, the project aims to contribute to the fulfillment of the country’s sustainable
development goals.

Solar Power Plant

SURINAME

257 Million

AED

11 Million

ADFD supported the development of a solar power plant project in Suriname as part of
the UAE-Caribbean Renewable Energy Fund that aims to help Caribbean island countries
achieve their national development priorities and sustainability goals. The project
particularly focuses on ensuring reliable, sustainable and affordable energy access to
local communities through the installation of solar panels with a production capacity of
nearly 598 kilowatt-hours, as well as a 200-kWh lithium-ion battery storage system at
Anton de Kom University in Paramaribo. Through building capacities and maintaining the
quality of electrical supplies, the project will help reduce reliance on electricity generated
from imported fossil fuels, create new job opportunities for citizens and promote
environmental sustainability.

The following list features the important
government grants managed by ADFD in 2020:

Solar Power Plant

AED 579.6 Million
total grants

6
beneficiary countries

TRINIDAD
& TOBAGO

8
development projects

various sectors

SUDAN

32

11 Million

As the demand for sustainable and reliable energy has increased in Trinidad and Tobago
to meet its surging domestic electivity demand and drive economic development, ADFD
financed a 700 kW solar power plant project to help the Caribbean nation deal with the
expected increase in electrical loads. In addition to delivering a positive impact on the
economic growth of the areas surrounding the project, the project contributes to the
supply of safe and sustainable electricity to several productive sectors and facilities such
as schools, healthcare centers, among others. The project was selected for funding as part
of the third cycle of the UAE-Caribbean Renewable Energy Fund aimed at supporting
renewable energy projects.

Wheat Supply

7

AED

AED

73.5 Million

ADFD provided 65,000 tons of wheat to Sudan to help the country improve its food
security and ensure the adequate availability of strategic goods. Aimed at meeting the
needs of Sudanese people for food staples and boost the country’s capacity of wheat
stocks, the aid was provided as part of the UAE’s pledge in April 2019 to help Sudan achieve
economic and financial stability. Furthermore, the aid program helps the country accelerate
growth in strategic sectors including health, education, food and agricultural sectors.

33

Road Rehabilitation

AED

3.7 Million

Given the critical importance of transportation sector in promoting economic growth
and achieving sustainable development, ADFD supports developing countries in building
modern road networks to facilitate the movement of people and goods and boost
commercial and economic activities. As part of this support, ADFD funded a project
to rehabilitate a 17.4 km road network in Uzbekistan by carrying out its maintenance. In
addition to improving the quality of public roads in Karakalpakstan region in northwestern
Uzbekistan, the road network will help the region reduce carbon emissions from vehicular
movement, and will deliver significant economic benefits through reducing the travel time
and cutting vehicle operation costs.

UZBEKISTAN

Purchase of Machinery and Equipment

AED

21 Million

ADFD funded a project in Uzbekistan to purchase the machinery and equipment needed for
the conservation and restoration of lake ecosystems in Nukus area of Karakalpakstan region.
In addition to dredging, improving access and conserving the environment surrounding
the lake, the project will help the local community enhance economic activities. Apart
from the purchase of excavators and other accessories such as pipes and small boats and
their delivery to the project site, the project also involves training of the local staff and
supervision of the dredging work at Sudoshi Lake.

Supporting Healthcare Sector

AED

Development Grants 2020
(Amount in AED Million)
COUNTRY

PROJECT

SECTOR

VALUE

Albania

Construction of Housing Units

Housing

Suriname

Solar Power Plant

Renewable Energy

11

Trinidad &
Tobago

Solar Power Plant

Renewable Energy

11

Sudan

Wheat Supply

Agriculture &
Food Security

73.5

Road Rehabilitation

Transport

3.7

Purchase of Machinery and Equipment

Diverse Sectors

Supporting Healthcare Sector

Healthcare

18.4

Development Projects

Diverse Sectors

184

257

Uzbekistan

Maldives

TOTAL | AED

21

579.6 Million

18.4 Million

As part of the keen interest taken by ADFD in supporting infrastructure projects to
accelerate global efforts towards sustainable development, the Fund extended an AED18.4
million financial support to the government of Maldives to bolster its financial position and
aid the government’s efforts to improve the country’s socio-economic stability. The support
will help the Government to implement key projects in strategic sectors aimed at creating an
enabling environment for investments, trade, transportation, and tourism.

Development Projects

MALDIVES

34

AED

184 Million

Given the positive impact of infrastructure development on the overall economic prosperity
of developing countries, ADFD provided a grant worth AED 184 million to the Government
of Maldives to improve the country’s socio-economic standing. The funding will help the
government implement several projects in key sectors and ensure a favourable environment
for foreign investments, trade, transportation and tourism.
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DEVELOPMENT FUNDING LOANS & GRANTS
IN 2020
Albania

Liberia
Hydropower Plant

Construction of Housing Units

29 Million

AED

AED

Suriname

Uzbekistan

Solar Power Plant
AED

257 Million

Road Rehabilitation

11 Million

AED

3.7 Million

Purchase of Machinery and Equipment

Trinidad and Tobago

AED

Solar Power Plant
AED

21 Million

Bahrain

11 Million

Fiscal Balancing
Programme
AED

2 Billion

Maldives
Togo
Solar power station
AED

55 Million

Supporting Healthcare Sector
AED

18.4 Million

Development Projects
AED

184 Million
Sudan

Total Loans 2020

4 Development
projects

4 Beneficiary
countries

Total Grants 2020

8 Development
projects

6 Beneficiary
countries

2 Various
sectors

AED

2.2 Billion

Wheat Supply
AED

73.5 Million
Niger

7 Various
sectors

AED

579.6 Million

Solar PV Plant
AED
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37 Million
37

UAE Government
Contribution
to the Gulf
Development
Fund for JORDAN

In-line with Abu Dhabi Fund for Development’s (ADFD)
commitment to finance strategic projects that contribute
to supporting priority development programmes and plans
outlined by the Jordanian government, in 2020 ADFD allocated
about AED688.7 million to finance two strategic projects in
the health sector. This falls within the AED4.6 billion (US$1.25
billion) contribution made by the UAE Government to the Gulf
Development Fund for Jordan – a grant programme of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) to finance development projects in
line with the Jordanian government’s strategic objectives. This
brings the total number of projects funded in the health sector
within the framework of the grant to five projects, all of which
contributed to the development of the health sector and the
upgrading of medical care services provided to the population
in Jordan and neighboring countries.
Alongside the healthcare sector, ADFD prioritised education,
energy, water, food security, transport and tourism. Over
the past years, and through the GCC grant earmarked to
Jordan, ADFD worked closely with the Jordanian government
to disburse funds for 208 projects meant to serve the
Kingdom’s agenda for sustainable economic growth and social
development. The total value of these projects amount to
AED4.452 billion.

Healthcare

Energy

Projects financed by ADFD in helped the Jordanian government
to achieve its development priorities, and tackle challenges
through development and modernisation of infrastructure and
services to meet public demand. The following is a summary of
the sectoral distribution of these projects:

Water

Tourism
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The healthcare sector is of strategic
importance for the Kingdom of Jordan,
as it has a direct impact on the quality
of life of its people. For this reason,
ADFD disbursed AED955 million for
five crucial projects in this sector.
These projects fostered significant
benefits to the health sector in Jordan,
bringing necessary medical care to
individuals, especially in areas with
high residential density.

Considering the enormous importance
of this sector in stimulating economic
growth, driving innovation, supporting
the advancement of other key sectors,
as well as its impact on the quality
of life, ADFD financed three projects
worth AED1.4 billion, which enhanced
the Kingdom’s energy security and
boosted the economy. These projects
included the Sheikh Zayed Solar
Energy Complex, storage facilities for
oil derivatives, and an LPG port.

Water is at the core of sustainable
socioeconomic development and is
critical for a healthy ecosystem and
for human survival itself. The Fund
disbursed AED243 million for the
restoration of irrigation systems and
construction of dams, which led to
an expansion of agricultural land and
increase in crop production.

Transport

Food
Security

Education

The development of a modern road
network is key to driving sustainable
socioeconomic development. To help
Jordan revamp its transport sector,
ADFD financed 16 projects worth
AED985 million. These initiatives
involved improvement works on local
road networks and connecting them
with international motorways, leading
to ease of movement between and
within Jordanian cities.

To help Jordan achieve self-reliance
in food production and security
– a key priority for governments
across the globe, ADFD funded the
constructions of two grain silos in Al
Juweidah and Aqaba at a total cost of
AED259 million. The facilities boosted
wheat and barley reserves in Jordan.

Investments in education provides
a catalyst for economic growth, job
creation and increased social mobility
in both developing and developed
countries. As part of its commitment
to support this sector, ADFD allocated
AED623 million to 50 projects,
including the construction of
19 schools, development of 24 projects
to modernize nine private universities,
as well as improvement of technical
education at 11 community colleges.

Keeping in view the crucial role of the
sector in generating foreign exchange,
ADFD funded the development of Al
Ma’wa for Nature & Wildlife Reserve.
The aim was two-fold: attracting
tourists and visitors, and preserving
Jordan’s nature and wildlife.
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Projects Approved from 2013 to 2019

Grant Allocation Timeline

11 Projects

2 Projects

2 Projects

The Remainder
of the Grant

AED

AED

AED

AED

2.9
Billion
2013-2014

737
Million
2015

2016-2018

689
Million
2019

3 Projects

1 Project

AED

AED

809
Million

142
Million
2020

7.3
Million
Total Grant | AED 4.6 Billion

Projects Approved in 2020
Prince Hashem bin Al Hussein
Hospital
AED

528 Million

The project included renovation and expansion of
Prince Hashem bin Al Hussein Hospital in Zarqa
Governorate. A new building constructed as part of
the project expands the hospital’s capacity to 400
beds. Built according to international standards
and specifications, the building has been equipped
with the latest devices and facilities that meet the
needs of the patients. Through its various specialty
departments such as paediatric, gynaecology and
obstetrics, intensive care, radiology, ophthalmology,
dental and nephrology as well as clinics, laboratories
and pharmacies, the hospital mainly serves the
population of Zaqara, the third-largest governorate in
the country in terms of population.
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Clinics and Department of
Nuclear Medicine
AED

161 Million

The Fund allocated the amount to the construction
of a new building in Al Hussein Medical City including
a nuclear medicine and hemodialysis facilities along
with related specialities and services. Built according
to the highest standards and specifications, the
project will help ease pressure on Al Hussein Medical
City by accommodating the increasing number of
patients and visitors.
Comprising the installation of necessary equipment for
radiology, laboratories, pharmacy, and administrative
departments, the facility would house 150 specialist
clinics, 40 of which are dedicated to dentalcare, and
involves the establishment of nuclear a medicine
department and a 60-bed hemodialysis section. The
project also includes the construction of a multi-storey
carpark with a capacity for 1,000 vehicles.

Expansion of King Hussein
Medical City
AED

44 Million

The project aimed to prepare technical studies and
designs to build a new hospital in line with the latest
medical standards, accommodating 1,200 patients
a day. It offers world-class healthcare at local and
regional levels.

Development of Community
Colleges
AED

33 Million

The project helped 11 community colleges to enhance
their capacity, expand technical and applied science
education programmes, and equip laboratories and
workshops with latest technologies. Works on this
project are complete.

Development Programme for Public Universities
AED

466 Million

Through this programme, nine universities received an infrastructure boost. It also includes construction of
buildings; residential complexes and classrooms; solar, electricity and water desalination plants; as well as supplying
laboratories and institutions with modern technologies and equipment to support the learning environment – all
the while ensuring that the Jordanian population received quality education to sustain a knowledge economy. The
modernisation efforts of the Development Programme for Public Universities cover the following universities:

Al-Hussein Bin Talal University

Yarmouk University

The project involved the construction of the Faculty
of Education, which was completed in 2017, and the
Faculty of Science and laboratories. The building
was fitted out with necessary laboratories to prepare
highly trained and qualified cadres for the job market.

The project included the construction of buildings
for the Colleges of Medicine and Pharmacy, which
were completed in 2018. The project also included
the construction of the College of Law building and
a solar project that produces 3 megawatts of solar
electric energy to meet the university’s needs across
various facilities.

University of Jordan
The project involved expansion works for the
Clinical Department at the Faculty of Dentistry, and
construction of the Chemistry Department building.
Both have been completed.

Hashemite University
Classrooms were built at the university in 2018
including the southern classrooms complex.

Mutah University
The completed project included establishment of the
Faculties of Pharmacy and Engineering, and construction
of classrooms for the Faculty of Agriculture.

Jordan University of Science and Technology

The Faculties of Business and Medicine were built in 2018.

The project involved designing and construction of
a five-megawatt solar plant and a medical-waste
incinerator, which are operational. A veterinary
hospital is also being built on the university campus –
works are 85 per cent complete.

Tafila Technical University

Al-Bayt University

The project includes construction of a sport
complex, library, and admission and registration
department, in addition to designing, testing,
operating and maintaining a 1MW solar plant on the
university campus.

Completed in 2018, the project included constructions
of the Faculties of Engineering and Commerce, as well
as a solar-power station.

Al Balqa’ Applied University
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Al Ma’wa for Nature
and Wildlife Reserve
AED

2.6 Million

ADFD financed the development of Al Ma'wa for
Nature and Wildlife Reserve, which aims to protect
flora and fauna, as well as endangered species, control
illegal animal trade and create jobs. ADFD extended a
concessionary loan of AED 11.4 million for phase one
of the project in 2012, taking the total value of both
grants to AED 14 million.

Petroleum Storage Facilities
AED

771 Million

The new storage units, including floating-roof
reservoirs can hold 250,000 to 300,000 tonnes
of petroleum derivatives – diesel, gasoline and jet
fuel - and 8,000 tonnes of Liquefied Petroleum
Gas. ADFD also financed the construction of a
loading and unloading area for tankers, installation
of safety systems as well as an oil-water separator
and treatment system, in addition to the supply of
necessary equipment to run the project. The units help
maintain a 60-day reserve of petroleum products.

Construction of
30 Schools
AED

AED

129 Million

The specialised centre will not only boost healthcare,
but also promote medical tourism in Jordan. The project
involves construction of a four-storey building with a
150-bed ward and support facilities, as well as purchase
of medical equipment and training programmes.

King Hussein
Cancer Center
AED

92 Million

The project included construction of an outpatient
building at King Hussein Cancer Center. In recognition
of the UAE’s continued support to Jordan, the new
extension – launched in 2017 – was named after the UAE
President, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed bin
Sultan Al Nahyan. With a capacity to receive more than
250,000 patients a year, the facility has significantly
enhanced the centre’s ability to offer high quality
treatment to patients from all over the region.

LPG Terminal
AED

84 Million

The project aims to help Jordan meet the demand for
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), as well as increase the
terminal’s handling capacity. The terminal enables the
Aqaba port to receive 25,000-tonne oil tankers and
discharge 300m3 of LPG per hour, thus ensuring the
continuity of gas and electricity supply to the country.

Amman Development Road
AED

320 Million

Inaugurated in 2017, the project has enhanced
the transport infrastructure around the capital
by improving connectivity and linking local road
networks with international motorways. It involved
the construction of an 18.5km two-way road from
Queen Alia International Airport to Al Mathawana
Road in Amman, including service roads and seven
intersections with flyovers. The work also included
constructions of the 13.4km Al Mathawana Road,
4.3km Zarqa Road and 3.7km Zarqa Access Road.

AED

64 Million

ADFD funded construction of 30 schools featuring
modern science laboratories and advanced
educational equipment. They foster an engaging
learning environment in line with international best
practices. Works are complete, and the modern
schools are operational.

The completed project aimed to increase the
efficiency of irrigation systems and water
conservation. The work included replacement of
calcified pipes, as well as construction of walls and
an underground drainage system.

Dams

Grain Silos

AED

Tumour Treatment Centre

124 Million

Rehabilitation of Irrigation
Systems

179 Million

AED

259 Million

This project aims to optimise rainwater utilisation to
meet the growing demand for drinking and irrigation
water, as well as improve water output and transfer in
line with industry standards. The initiative comprised
construction of two concrete dams – Zarqa-Ma’een
and Kufranjah – and adjacent drainage and diversion
canals. Constructions of the ADFD-funded ZarqaMa’een Dam and Kufranjah Dam have been completed.

The initiative was aimed at increasing the holding
capacities of the Juwaideh and Aqaba silos, thus
enabling the Kingdom to meet the growing demand
for wheat and barley. The Juwaideh silo was delivered
in 2018, while the Aqaba silo is nearing completion –
with more than 90% of works completed.

Road Expansion and
Improvement

Sheikh Zayed
Solar Power Complex

AED

665 Million

This project comprised development of 15 roads to
improve movement of people and goods between
cities, villages and regions across Jordan. Apart from
the construction of new roads, the work included
expansion and repair of existing rural and agricultural
roads The project has been completed.

AED

522 Million

The project included construction of a 105MW gridlinked solar plant and installation of photovoltaic
panels in Al Quwayrah. It was completed in 2018.

Capital Contribution to the Development Projects Fund
AED

7.3 Million

ADFD added AED 7.3 million to the US$30 million Development Projects Fund, which finances projects to
stimulate private sector growth. The Jordanian government, International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Arab
Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD) have contributed to the Fund’s capital, which is managed
and financed by the World Bank. The Jordanian government initially identified 128 projects for funding, covering
essential sectors in different governorates of Jordan.
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Approved Projects (2013-2020)
Value in AED Million
SECTOR

PROJECT

VALUE

Tumor Treatment Centre

129

2. King Hussein Cancer Center

92

3. Expansion of King Hussein Medical City

44

4. Prince Hashem bin Al Hussein Hospital

529

1.

Healthcare

161

5. Clinics and Department of Nuclear Medicine
Subtotal

955

6. Construction of 30 Schools

124
33

7. Development of Community Colleges
Education

Water &
Irrigation

Energy

8. Development Programs for Public Universities

466

Subtotal

623

9. Rehabilitation of Irrigation Systems

64

10. Dams

179

Subtotal

243

11. Sheikh Zayed Solar Power Complex

522

12. Petroleum Storage Facilities

771

13. LPG Terminal

84

Subtotal

Transport

Food Security

Tourism

Multiple Sectors

1,377

14. Road Expansion and Improvement

665

15. Amman Development Road

320

Subtotal

985

16. Grain Silos

259

Subtotal

259

17. Al Ma’wa for Nature and Wildlife Reserve

2.6

Subtotal

2.6

18. Capital contribution to the Development Projects Fund

7.3

Subtotal

7.3

TOTAL | AED

44

4,452 Million
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UAE Government
Contribution
to the Gulf
Development
Fund for MOROCCO

Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) continued to manage
the UAE Government’s contribution to the Gulf Development
Fund for Morocco and closely follow up on the projects being
implemented as part of the initiative, in coordination with the
government of Morocco.

Healthcare

By the end of 2020, ADFD had approved AED4.5 billion
towards 272 development projects as part of its contribution to
the Gulf Development Fund – Morocco.
These projects serve the Kingdom’s agenda for sustainable
economic growth and social reform through the creation of
jobs, development of health care and education, improvement
of social services, generation of investment and revitalisation
of the SME (small and medium enterprises) sector. The sectoral
distribution of these projects is as below:

Energy

Water

Housing
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Development of the health sector is
one of the Moroccan government’s top
priorities. To support this objective,
ADFD financed the purchase of
medical equipment worth AED239
million for Mohammed VI University
Hospital in Marrakesh, one of the
prominent medical facilities in
Morocco that provides high-quality
services for the local population.

Energy shortage is one of the biggest
challenges facing economic and social
development in many developing
countries. To help Morocco stimulate
economic development, drive local
investment and attract foreign
investment, ADFD extended AED122
million in concessionary loans for
8 projects, including construction
of power stations and installation
of transmission networks in many
Moroccan cities.

The Fund’s support for the water
sector in Morocco is aimed to elevate
the standard of living in both rural
and urban areas. The Fund allocated
AED447 million towards multiple
projects to enhance the country’s
agricultural and industrial production
and provide improved livelihood for
millions of people in cities and villages.

Major housing projects financed by
ADFD in various developing countries
have delivered a remarkable impact
on the lives of millions of people. They
also contributed to achieving social
stability and promoting a healthy
living environment. ADFD financed
the construction of thousands
of housing units In Morocco by
extending concessionary loans worth
AED829 million.

Transport

Education

Urban
Development
Program

Tourism

The development of a modern
transport network is key to accelerating
economic growth. To help Morocco
achieve its sustainable development
goals and strengthen its transport
sector, ADFD financed 11 projects worth
AED1.4 billion. These initiatives enabled
the country to integrate its main road
network with internal roads, thus
facilitating regional transport, reduce
transport costs, and streamline the
movement of goods and passengers.

As one of the most effective tools
to bring positive transformation and
build safer and more stable societies,
education plays an instrumental role in
addressing sustainable development
challenges. To support this sector in
Morocco, ADFD funded 27 projects,
worth AED286 million. The initiatives
include building new training institutes,
schools, university colleges and
student dormitories.

Hundreds of projects financed by
ADFD in different Moroccan cities
have helped the country to achieve
sustainable development and improve
the quality of services provided to
local communities. AED735 million was
allocated to carry out these projects
that included an urban development
programme, infrastructure
development, health, education and
transport services.

Aiming to provide additional revenues
to the Moroccan government,
supporting the development of tourist
attractions and increasing tourism
to the Kingdom, ADFD funded the
development of the Asilah Museum in
Asilah city. The project aims to enhance
the city’s regional identity as a unique
hub of culture and heritage.
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Grant Allocation Timeline

Approved Projects (2013 – 2020)

28 Projects

5 Projects

2 Projects

AED

AED

AED

2.3
Billion
2013-2014

1
Billion
2015-2016

2017

Wadi Akrash and Ain Ouda
Road Development
AED

136
Million
2018

2019

2020

7 Projects

2 Projects

The Remainder
of the Grant

AED

AED

AED

936
Million

27.6
Million

167
Million

320 Million

The project aims to improve maintenance, safety and
rehabilitation of freight vessels in Casablanca. Work
includes construction of a drydock and preparing
berths for ship repair and maintenance, as well as
setting up a 5,000-tonne shipyard that can handle
six ships simultaneously and a crane vessel of
450-tonne capacity.

Pharmacy and Medicine
Colleges in Tangier

New Casablanca
Fishing Port

67 Million

AED

329 Million

ADFD funded the construction of two colleges of
medicine and pharmacy in Tangier. The project also
includes construction of an administration building,
laboratories, research centres, and sport facilities.
The funding also included the provision of medical
equipment and educational supplies for applied and
research laboratories.

The project aims to create congenial working conditions
for fishermen through rehabilitation and expansion of
the old fishing port in Casablanca. By creating more
jobs and promoting professions and activities related
to fishing, the project will help bolster the economy and
enhance the country’s food security.

New Tangier
Fishing Port

Urban Development
Programme

AED

262 Million

The project involves infrastructure development of
the Tangier fishing port. The project will generate
revenues that will help local communities. Alongside
maritime infrastructure development, the project
includes breakwaters and maintenance works.
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AED

The project includes construction of an internal roads
network. Stretching from Oued Akrach to Ain Odeh,
the project involves development of a 14km road with
1.6-metre shoulders on each side. The project is aimed
at boosting the country’s economy through better
goods transport and commutation facilities.

AED

Total Grant | AED 4.6 Billion

18 Million

Ship Repair Project in
Casablanca

AED

735 Million

Aiming to develop the urban areas, the programme
involves building infrastructure to support Morocco’s
rapid pace of development. It also includes road
development, electricity supply, rehabilitation of water
networks, construction of medical centres to cater to
the local population and establishment of schools.
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Casablanca Port
AED

287 Million

Casablanca Railway Station
AED

78 Million

Guelmim–Tan-Tan Road
Development
AED

110 Million

Student
Dormitories
AED

25 Million

The initiative helped increase traffic capacity at
Casablanca Port, one of the busiest ports in Morocco.
The work included a four-kilometre road to enable
lorries to easily access Ain Al-Sabaa industrial area
and the logistical area in Zanatah, apart from land
reclamation work.

The refurbishment of Casablanca railway station
aims at improving intercity connectivity and
supporting the transport sector in Morocco. The
station will also boast increased capacity and offers
better services to travellers.

The project received AED110 million from ADFD. It
covered the construction of a 68.4km road linking
the cities of Guelmim and Tan-Tan that facilitates the
movement of people and goods in line with leading
safety standards. The project has been completed.

Aiming to provide housing for students, the work on
three dormitories have been completed. They include
the expansion of female campus in Agadir University
and construction of new university campuses within
Souissi University in Rabat and Agadir University.

Valley of Al-Nakur and
Kassita Road Development

Vocational
Training Institutes

Guelmim
Airport

Providing Drinking Water
to Boujdour City

AED

73 Million

The project aims to complete the last part of the
road linking Al Hoceima city, the city of Taza and
the surrounding areas. The motorway will facilitate
the movement of commuters and goods and drive
economic development. The roads with four lanes
in each direction, as well as a 240-metre bridge, will
facilitate movement of 5,000 vehicles a day.

Mohammedia Port
AED

21 Million

AED

168 Million

The project included construction and development
of 21 institutes in several Moroccan cities, including
13 multidisciplinary institutes and four logistics and
transport training institutes – one each in Taourirt,
Casablanca, Tangiers and Agadir. The project also
included construction of an institute specialised in
aircraft equipment and airport logistics, a training
school for Fez and Oujda for logistics service
outsourcing, and an institute specialised in food
production for Meknes and Figuig. The entire project
has been completed.

Providing Drinking Water to
Khouribga City
AED

89 Million

The project aims to develop a petrol station and a
shipping dock, that will enhance the efficiency and
speed of cargo handling.

The project aims to establish a pumping station and a
6km long, 1.8m wide channel to supply drinking water
to Khouribga city and surrounding areas.

Cruise Terminal at
Casablanca Port

Development of Asilah
Museum

AED

149 Million

Capable of serving large cruise ships, the terminal
will promote tourism in Casablanca and promote
sustainable socioeconomic development.
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AED

AED

64 Million

AED

35 Million

Aligned with the Moroccan government’s strategy
to expand and modernise the transport and tourism
sectors, the project included expansionary work
at the airport’s facilities and construction of a new
7,000m2 air terminal.

The project included desalinated water supply
and construction of a water channel, 500mm in
diameter and 4km in length, a 2km channel for water
treatment and a storage tank. The project has been
completed and caters to Boujdour city.

Sidi Allal
Road Development

Electricity Transmission
Network Expansion

AED

26 Million

The project involves rehabilitation of the 30km Sidi AllalAl Maha forest road, as well as expansion of its width
from four to seven metres, with a two-metre shoulder
on each side. The project will facilitate commutation and
transportation of goods to local markets.

AED

30 Million

Aimed at improving power supply for industrial
establishments, the project helped expand electrical
transmission networks and meet the growing
industrial demand. It also reduced emissions and
mitigated the environmental and health impacts of
these plants.

28 Million

The project, which includes construction of
exhibition buildings and administrative and service
offices, as well as carparks, aims to support tourism
and promote the arts and creative sector in the city
of Asilah.
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Medical Equipment for
Mohammed VI University Hospital
AED

239 Million

Khroub
Dam
AED

267 Million

The project helped purchase state-of-the-art medical
equipment for the 916-bed Mohammed VI University
Hospital, one of the prominent healthcare facilities
in Morocco and the region. Spanning an area of 8.8
hectares, the specialist medical complex aims to
provide to high quality healthcare services to people
across the region, and to reduce the pressure on
remote healthcare centres.

The project aimed to retain rainwater and manage
water flows from valleys to cater to Tangier and
Asilah residents. The work included construction
of a 60-metre-high dam with a capacity of about
200 million cubic metres of water, along with water
treatment and filtration facilities and pumping
stations. Upon completion, the dam will handle nearly
40 million cubic metres of water annually and will help
promote tourism and agricultural sectors through the
utilisation of agricultural lands.

Electricity Plants

Social Housing Projects

AED

91 Million

AED

829 Million

The project helped rehabilitate power stations
in seven Moroccan cities, including Jerada,
Mohammedia, Kenitra, Laayoune, Agadir, Tan-Tan, and
Dakhla. Work included the rehabilitation of production
lines at the thermal stations of Jerada, Mohammadia
and Kenitra, and upgrade of gas turbines and diesel
stations in Laayoune, Agadir, Tan-Tan, and Dakhla.

The project provides housing facilities for hundreds of
thousands of low incomes families in seven Moroccan
cities including: 108,000 housing units in Marrakech,
42,800 housing units in Casablanca, 91,000 housing
units in Fès-Boulemane, 41,800 housing units in
Eastern Region, 58,800 housing units in TangierTetouan and 56,300 housing units in Meknes.

Constructing University
Campus in Mohammedia

Providing Drinking
Water to Dakhla City

AED

26 Million

ADFD has provided AED26 for building a university
district within the Mohammed VI University of
Health Sciences. The project undertaken by the
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Foundation in Morocco
aims to provide adequate accommodations for
students coming from areas surrounding the city of
Mohammedia and encourage them to complete their
higher education. The project involves construction
of two six-storey buildings with 398 double rooms, as
well as other facilities.
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AED

56 Million

The project, which restored an old treatment plant,
included the development of a desalination station to
enhance the supply of potable water to Dakhla, Work
also involved the establishment of storage facilities
and construction of 400mm channels with a total
length of 5.5 kilometres.
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Approved Projects (2013-2020)
Value in AED Million
SECTOR

PROJECT
1.

Guelmim Airport

2. Casablanca Port

VALUE

SECTOR

64
287

Industry

PROJECT

VALUE

20. Ship Repair Project in Casablanca

320

Subtotal

320

3. Mohammedia Port

21

21. Constructing and Equipping Specialised Aviation
and Logistics Institutes

24

4. Casablanca Railway Station

78

21

5. Valley of Al-Nakur and Kassita Road Development

73

22. Constructing and Equipping Four Institutes for Training
in Logistics and Road Transport
23. Constructing and Equipping 13 Multi-disciplinary Institutes

6. New Casablanca Fishing Port

329

7. New Tangier Fishing Port

262

24. Constructing and Equipping Two Institutes
for Outsourcing Services

10

8. Cruise Terminal at Casablanca Port

149

25. Constructing and Equipping a Specialised Institute
for Food Industries

23

9. Guelmim – Tan-Tan Road Development

110

10. Sidi Allal Road Development

26

11. Wadi Akrash and Ain Ouda Road Development

18

Transport

Subtotal

Water

56

13. Providing Drinking Water to Boujdour City

35

14. Providing Drinking Water to Khouribga City

89

15. Khroub Dam

267

Subtotal

447

Healthcare

Tourism

54

17. Electricity Transmission Network Expansion

Education

1,417

12. Providing Drinking Water to Dakhla City

16. Electricity Plants
Electricity

90

91

122

18. Medical Equipment for Mohammed VI University Hospital

239

Subtotal

239

19. Development of Asilah Museum (Bridging Financial Gap)

28

Subtotal

28

7

27. Building the Souissi University Campus in Rabat

3

28. Building a University Campus in Agadir

15

29. Pharmacy and Medicine Colleges in Tangier

67

30. Constructing University Campus in Mohammedia

26

Subtotal

Housing

30

Subtotal

26. Expanding University Campus Accommodations
for Female Students in Agadir

Various
sectors

286

31. Building 108,000 Housing Units in Marrakech

167

32. Building 42,800 Housing Units in Casablanca

50

33. Building 91,000 Housing Units in Fez

98

34. Building 41,800 Housing Units in the Eastern Region

280

35. Building 58,800 Housing Units in Tangier and Tetouan

117

36. Building 56,300 Housing Units in Meknes

117

Subtotal

829

37. Urban Development Programme

735

Subtotal

735

TOTAL | AED

4,423 Million
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UAE Government
Contribution
to the Gulf
Development
Fund for BAHRAIN

Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) made every effort
in 2020 to ensure timely implementation of the development
projects it has financed within the framework of the GCC
Development Program – Bahrain (2013-2022). Following the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Fund had made extra
efforts to ensure that the projects remained on track.

Healthcare

The projects, amounting to about AED9.024 billion (US$2.5
billion), cover strategic sectors such as housing, health,
water and transport. The sole objective of undertaking these
initiatives is to enable the government of Bahrain to achieve its
sustainable- development priorities.
The Fund’s sustained contributions over a long period have
already made tangible impact on Bahraini society and economy,
while enabling the Kingdom to address financial challenges and
execute programmes geared towards empowering its people
and ensuring their socioeconomic well-being. The sectoral
distribution of these projects is as below:

Water

Education
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Healthcare is a priority sector for
ADFD. Within this grant, the Fund
therefore supported comprehensive
development of the sector in line
with the strategic goals outlined
by the Bahraini government. It
allocated AED749 million to the
development of a 148-bed cardiac
centre comprising clinics and
service facilities.

ADFD has accorded special
importance to the development and
improvement of water distribution
networks as part of its developmental
support for the Kingdom of Bahrain.
This led the Fund to allocate AED637
million to these projects, enabling the
Bahraini government to achieve its
objectives for this strategic sector.

Housing

Transport

The Fund has played an instrumental
role in enabling the Bahraini
government to provide housing
for its citizens. It allocated AED3.3
billion to three strategic projects
involving construction of thousands
of housing units, in addition to
land reclamation in East Sitra for
construction of residential units and
community facilities.

Considering the crucial role of
a modern transport networks in
advancing economy and society, ADFD
allocated AED4 billion to the expansion
of Bahrain International Airport, as well
as to the expansion and rehabilitation
of Sheikh Zayed Road.

Abu Dhabi Fund has supported Bahrain
in its effort to help Khalifa Institute
to provide world-class education to
Bahraini citizens. The project received
AED36.7 million from ADFD.
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Grant Allocation Timeline

Approved Projects (2013 – 2020)

7 Projects

1 Project

The Remainder
of the Grant

AED

AED

AED

4.8
Billion
2013-2014

36.7
Million
2015-2016

2017

Khalifa City Housing Units
AED

158
Million
2018

2019

2020

2 Projects

1 Project

The Remainder
of the Grant

AED

AED

AED

3.9
Billion

300
Million

109
Million

36.7 Million

The project includes construction of a 6,151 squaremetre commercial building to support Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Vocational Institute that helps Bahrainis to
develop critical skills required in the job market.

Mohammed bin Khalifa
Cardiac Centre

Reclamation Works at
Eastern Sitra

749 Million

AED

914 Million

The completion of this strategic integrated medical
facility for heart diseases and surgeries in Bahrain
embodies ADFD’s commitment to supporting the
sustainable development process in the Kingdom. It
also demonstrates the Fund’s dedication to providing
distinguished services in medical and healthcare, as
well as driving economic and social prosperity. The
148-bed centre has a 53,000 square-metre built-up
area, and is capable of meeting the needs of more
than 2.5 million people. With its modern medical
equipment and facilities for advanced treatment
services, the cardiac centre is an attractive outlet for
patients from the Gulf countries and the region.

The project included development of necessary
infrastructure for East Hidd and Sitra areas,
reclamation of 800 hectares of land and construction
of 4,500 residential units. The completed project
included building the necessary infrastructure such as
bridges and roads to facilitate access to the area, and
preparing spaces for building electricity and water
transmission stations and other social and residential
facilities.

Sewage Treatment
Plant

Expansion of Sheikh Zayed
Road

AED

450 Million

Spanning an area of 640 hectares, the facility will
supply treated water for irrigation in the Northern
City, where 15,600 residential units are being built to
accommodate 100,000 individuals. The project aims
to achieve an optimum utilisation of water resources
and providing a healthy environment for the residents
of the Northern City.
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AED

ADFD financed the construction of 400 residential
units in Khalifa City in Bahrain. The project is
aimed at fulfilling the housing needs of Bahrain
families. The complex is expected to be one of the
major residential destinations for middle-income
households in the Kingdom.

AED

Total Grant | AED 9.2 Billion

300 Million

Commercial Building to
Support Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Vocational Institute

AED

337 Million

The development and expansion of Sheikh Zayed
Road, a key thoroughfare in Bahrain, will ease
traffic congestion and raise capacity to more than
50,000 vehicles per day. The project includes
increasing the number of lanes to three in each
direction, and re-engineering the road to achieve
greater and smoother flow of traffic.
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Housing Units in
Northern City
AED

2.117 Billion

The Northern City housing project, which
includes construction of 2,400 residential
units and improvement work on surrounding
infrastructure including transport and sewerage
networks supports the Kingdom’s socioeconomic
development objectives.

Development of Water
Supply Network
AED

187 Million

The project includes construction of pumping and
distribution stations in Hidd and Muharraq and
two distribution stations in Juffair and Busaytin
neighbourhoods. Each station will have three storage
tanks with a total capacity of 5 million gallons.

Approved Projects (2013-2020)
Value in AED Million
SECTOR

PROJECT
1.

VALUE

Housing units in the Northern City

2,117

2. Khalifa City housing units
Housing

300

3. Reclamation works at Eastern Sitra

914

Subtotal

3,331

4. Development of a water supply network
Water

Bahrain International Airport Expansion
AED

3.746 Billion

Following ADFD’s funding on the expansion of Bahrain International Airport (BIA), a new passenger terminal was
built. The new terminal aims to stimulate Bahrain’s economic growth in line with the country’s economic vision
by raising the airport’s strategic importance and increasing the numbers of passenger. The initiative comprised
construction of a 210,000m2 passenger terminal – four times the size of the existing terminal – enabling the
airport to double its passenger handling capacity to 14 million annually.

Healthcare

Transport

Education

Other

187

5. Sewage treatment Plant

450

Subtotal

637

6. Mohammed bin Khalifa Cardiac Centre

749

Subtotal

749

7. Expansion of Sheikh Zayed road

337

8. Bahrain International Airport expansion

3,746

Subtotal

4,083

9. Commercial building to support the Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
Vocational Institute

36.7

Subtotal

36.7

10. Constructing government buildings

187

Subtotal

187

TOTAL | AED
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9,024 Million
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INVESTMENTS
ADFD’s investments remain a key
component of its operational activities. In
addition to sustaining the Fund’s financial
resources, the investments allow the Fund
to drive economic growth both in the UAE
and developing countries across the globe.
ADFD’s investment strategy is focused
on diversifying its portfolio by investing in
various types of assets and instruments,
ensuring a healthy return on investment,
and promoting economic prosperity locally
and internationally.
Through its direct and indirect investments,
ADFD contributes to the growth of the
UAE’s national economy and promotes
sustainable development in beneficiary
countries supported by the Fund. This is
achieved by ensuring a more effective role
for the private sector in driving economic
growth and sustainable development. In
doing so, ADFD’ investments contribute
to increasing the GDP of the beneficiary
countries and bolstering their foreign
reserves. To ensure that these investments
achieve the desired economic and financial
goals, ADFD directs its investments to
projects with bright growth prospects.
ADFD investments vary from holding
equity stakes in numerous companies
and private equity funds to investing in in
bonds and financial instruments.

1. Capital Contributions
Abu Dhabi Fund for Development has invested in a diverse range of public and private companies in the UAE and
developing countries. These companies operate in vital sectors, contributing to growth of their respective sectors.
Through company investments, the Fund also drives economic growth of the nations that host those firms. These
companies primarily operate in sectors such as industry, tourism, agriculture and services, which directly impact
the economy and society and the quality of life. Until 2020, the Fund invested in about 13 diversified companies
with the total capital amounting to about AED3.1 billion. ADFD holds stakes in the following companies and funds
at present:

Investment Companies
Abu Dhabi-Uzbek Investment
Company

UZBEKISTAN

AED 3.1 Billion

ADFD Ownership

ADFD Ownership

0.3%

ADFD invested in ADNOC Distribution which was established in 1973 as the first
government-owned company specialized in the national and international marketing
and distribution of petroleum products. One of the region’s largest and most innovative
petroleum companies with regional and global operations, the company today enjoys
a solid reputation in the market owing to the quality of its products and services. In
2017, ADNOC Distribution announced its listing on the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange
(ADX). Til date, the company’s stocks have witnessed significant and active trading
volumes on the bourse.

AED 103 Million
private equity funds

AED 7.2 Billion
total deposits and bonds

Raysut Cement Company

AED 41 Billion

deposits in forms of aids

17 Companies
and private funds

12%

Al Ain Farms for Livestock Production is a leading player in the industry, not only in the
UAE but also the region at large. Founded in 1981, the company owns cattle farms that
include dairy, camel and poultry farms. The company has established a strong market
presence through the deployment of the latest technology for production, storage and
marketing products and its continued commitment to highest quality and standards.

ADNOC Distribution

capital contributions

75%

ADFD set up the Abu Dhabi-Uzbek Investment Company in partnership with the
Fund for Reconstruction and Development of Uzbekistan. Dedicated to investing in
diverse sectors in Uzbekistan, the holding company with a capital of US$100 million
(AED367.32 million) aims to invest in economic projects that best serve priority sectors,
including tourism, industry and services.

Al Ain Farms for
Livestock Production

UAE

ADFD Ownership

OMAN

ADFD Ownership

15%

Founded in 1981, Raysut Cement is one of the oldest cement manufacturing companies
in the region. The firm produces Portland cement as well as cement used in oil wells,
and markets them in Oman and neighbouring countries.

ADFD invested in
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Maroc Telecom

MOROCCO

ADFD Ownership

4.6%

Sousse Nord for Research and
Development

ADFD holds stake in Maroc Telecom, a leading telecom service provider in Morocco,
Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Gabon and Mali. The company is listed on Paris and
Casablanca stock exchanges with a total customer base of 39.5 million.

Rebab

ADFD Ownership

82.8%

TUNISIA

ADFD owns 82.8% stake in Rebab, a public shareholding company listed on the
Moroccan Stock Exchange. Founded in 1984, the company invests in vital sectors
with good growth prospects within Morocco. Moreover, it has interests in three major
companies operating in hospitality, mining and material-trading sectors.

Ciments du Maroc (CIMAR)

ADFD Ownership

ADFD Ownership

32.3%

ADFD holds 32.3% stake in Sousse Nord for Research and Development in Tunisia. The
company operates in the promotion and development of tourism in the north of Sousse
region, located about 60km south of the capital city, Tunis. The firm established an
integrated tourism complex, which includes hotels, villas, apartments and a marina. It is
one of the largest tourism projects in Tunisia.

Automobile Réseau Tunisien et
Services (ARTS)

ADFD Ownership

9.3%

Founded in 1997, and listed on the Tunisian stock market since 2007, ARTS is engaged in
the sale of new Renault vehicles, and the provision of spare parts and services. It is the
parent company of three subsidiaries, namely Arthyfro (the Tunisian network for cars &
wholesales), Adav (Automobile and Development) and Autronic.

4.8%

Established in 1972, Ciments du Maroc produces Portland cement. It is one of the
largest cement producers in Morocco.

Austrian Conference Center
Abu Dhabi Tourism Investment
Company (ADTIC)

EGYPT

ADFD Ownership

84.3%

Established in 1988, the Abu Dhabi Tourism Investment Company is involved in tourism
investments in Egypt. It owns four hotels with four- and five-star ratings in Cairo, Sharm
El-Sheikh, Hurghada and Luxor.

AUSTRIA

ADFD Ownership

7.5%

The Austrian Conference Center (ACC) in Vienna was set up as part of an
Arab-European partnership involving Kuwait, the UAE and Saudi Arabia. ACC helps
boost business tourism in Vienna by hosting major local and international events.

Al Dhabi Development Company ADFD Ownership 100%

SUDAN

Founded in October 2007, Al Dhabi Development Company is a fully owned entity
by ADFD. The company includes Al Dhabi Real Estate Company, which owns the
presidential villas in the Sudanese capital, Khartoum.

UAE-Bangladesh Investment
Company Limited (UBICO)

BANGLADESH
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ADFD Ownership

60%

The UAE-Bangladesh Investment Company Limited was founded in 1987. It specializes
in financing entities that provide loans to small and medium-sized enterprises. This
stimulates private investments and creates jobs for Bangladeshi citizens.
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2. Private Equity Funds
ADFD seeks to deliver a positive socio-economic impact on developing countries through its development
and investment activities. As part of this priority, ADFD invests in private equity funds given their crucial role in
delivering solid returns on investments while stimulating economic growth in the beneficiary countries. Through the
prudent deployment of its capital, the Fund ensures financial security for both institutional and individual investors
and supports business growth, job creation and improved livelihoods for local communities in the beneficiary
countries.
The private equities selected by the Fund for investment are characterized by their diversity and promising growth
potentials with a focus on countries in Asia and Africa. The Fund’s cumulative investment in these portfolios stands
at AED103 million. The following is a summary of the private portfolios in which the Fund has invested:

Private Equity Funds
SOUTH AFRICA
Ethos Fund

ADFD Ownership

2.9%

ADFD invested in Ethos Fund because of its reputation as one of South Africa’s most experienced and successful
private-equity investment firms, with a proven track record spanning 34 years. Ethos focuses on acquiring stakes in
medium and large companies that have bright prospects.

SOUTHWEST AFRICA
Africa Capitalization Fund

ADFD Ownership

11%

The Africa Capitalization Fund is a wholly owned subsidiary of International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member
of the World Bank. Established with a capital of $200 million, the Africa Capitalization Fund aims to support
commercial banks and develop financial systems in African countries.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Actis

ADFD Ownership

6.5%

In 2013, ADFD invested in Abraaj Capital’s private equity fund that specializes in investing in small and medium
enterprises in Southeast Asia. The fund was acquired by Actis in 2019. Founded in 2004, Actis is a global platform
that follows a multi-asset strategy, and manages asset classes of private equity, energy, infrastructure and property.

Quadria Capital

ADFD Ownership

5%

ADFD acquired 5% of Quadria Capital Fund, an independent healthcare-focused private equity fund that invests in
the high growth healthcare sector across some of the world’s fastest growing economies in Southeast Asia.
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3. Deposits and Bonds
Abu Dhabi Fund for Development invests in bonds issued by governments and private companies. This investment
tool helps ADFD to achieve stable returns, which in turn works to enhance the Fund’s liquidity, apart from helping it
to sustainably stimulate economic growth at the local level as well as in countries where the bonds are issued. The
Fund also utilises its financial liquidity in financial market tools represented by bank deposits in the local market.
The Fund’s total investment in bonds and bank deposits stands at about AED7.2 billion.
Abu Dhabi Fund also supports developing countries by making financial deposits with their central banks. These
deposits strengthen foreign reserves and boost financial resources necessary to support fiscal and monetary
policies. The total amount of such deposits amounted to about AED41 billion at the end 2020.

Equities and Investments until 2020
Companies
COUNTRY

COMPANY NAME

SECTOR

OWNERSHIP

Uzbekistan

Abu Dhabi-Uzbek Investment Company

Holding

75%

Al Ain Farms for Livestock Production

Agriculture and Fisheries

12%

ADNOC Distribution

Oil and Gas

Abu Dhabi Tourism Investment Company
(ADTIC)

Tourism

Maroc Telecom

Telecommunications

REBAB

Holding

82.8%

Ciments du Maroc (CIMAR)

Industry

4.8%

Sudan

Al Dhabi Development Company

Holding

100%

Bangladesh

UAE-Bangladesh Investment Company
Limited (UBICO)

Holding

60%

Sousse Nord for Research and
Development

Tourism

32.3%

Automobile Réseau Tunisien et Services
(ARTS)

Automotive

Oman

Raysut Cement Company

Industry

Austria

Austrian Conference Center
Vienna (ACC)

Real Estate

UAE

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

0.3%
84.3%
4.6%

9.3%
15%
7.5%

Private Equity Funds
COUNTRY

FUND NAME

South Africa

Ethos

Private Equity Fund

2.9%

Southwest
Africa

Africa Capitalization Fund

Private Equity Fund

11%

Actis

Private Equity Fund

6.5%

Quadria Capital

Private Equity Fund

5%

Southeast
Asia
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SECTOR

OWNERSHIP
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MAP OF BENEFICIARY COUNTRIES

19

30

Other Countries

Asian Countries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Sri Lanka
Afghanistan
Pakistan
Tonga
Malaysia
Mongolia
Bangladesh
Armenia
Azerbaijan
India

11. Indonesia
12. Kazakhstan
13. Maldives
14. Tajikistan
15. Turkmenistan
16. Kyrgyzstan
17. Tuvalu
18. Fiji
19. Kiribati
20. Vanuatu

African Countries

Arab Countries
21. Samoa
22. Marshall Islands
23. Nauru
24. Palau
25. Solomon Islands
26. Micronesia
27. Uzbekistan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Egypt
Jordan
Mauritania
Bahrain
Morocco
Palestine
Algeria
Djibouti
Lebanon
Sudan

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Yemen
Somalia
Oman
Syria
Tunisia
Comoros
UAE
Iraq
Libya

19

Arab Countries

27

Asian Countries

Other Countries

African Countries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Burkina Faso
Congo
Lesotho
Benin
Burundi
Cape Verde
Guinea
Guinea – Bissau
Kenya
Madagascar

11. Malawi
12. Mali
13. Mauritius
14. Niger
15. Rwanda
16. Senegal
17. Seychelles
18. Congo - Brazzaville
19. Gambia
20. Uganda

21. Eritrea
22. Tanzania
23. Sierra Leone
24. Ethiopia
25. South Sudan
26. Swaziland
27. Togo
28. Chad
29. Cameroon
30. Liberia

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Montenegro
Albania
Malta
Turkey
Belarus
Serbia
Cuba
Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines
9. Argentina
10. Italy

11. Antigua and Barbuda
12. Colombia
13. Bahamas
14. Barbados
15. Dominica
16. Guyana
17. Russia
19. Suriname
20. Republic of Trinidad
and Tobago
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SUPPORTING
NATIONAL ECONOMY
Supporting National
Companies

74

Abu Dhabi Exports
Office - ADEX

76

SUPPORTING NATIONAL ECONOMY
Supporting the economy of the UAE is one of the key pillars of ADFD’s strategy to achieve sustainable
development and enhance the competitiveness of the national economy. As part of this priority, the Fund
supports the national development strategies aimed at building a diversified economy through creating strategic
partnerships with the private sector as an effective strategic partner in the development process. This allows the
national economy to achieve sustainable development, diversify sources of income, promote economic stability,
and withstand the global economic downturns. The Fund supports the national economy through the following:

Expanding Operations of National Companies
To help national companies expand their business and enter new markets, ADFD seeks to increase the
competitiveness of the private sector locally and internationally and strengthen its crucial role in the overall
economic development of the country. To achieve this goal, the Fund works with national companies on developing
projects in various countries through leveraging its partnerships and initiatives across the globe. This, in turn, raise
the status of those companies and create further investment opportunities for them across the globe.
To support the role of the national companies in the UAE’s economic development and enable them to create
synergies in the countries where the Fund operates, the Fund has modified the system of tenders for grant projects
to offer national companies a 10 per cent preference over other bids, enabling them to participate in the execution
of projects outside the UAE. Over the past 10 years, the Fund has succeeded in facilitating business worth more
than AED20 billion for Emirati companies that have implemented projects financed by ADFD outside the country.
The following are the companies the Fund has supported to expand their business in 2020.

Sama Salt Production Factory
Sama Salt Production

UAE

The establishment of a salt factory in the UAE will allow the company to meet the
increasing market demand for salt for both human and industrial consumption and
reduce import. It will also help the company achieve self-sufficiency and provide locally
manufactured salt. The plant has an annual production capacity of about 80,000
tons. Established in Abu Dhabi in 2019, Sama Salt Production Company produces
salt through the evaporation technique at salt lakes in Al Dhabiya, after which the
processing, refining, raising the degree of purity and packaging are carried out inside
an integrated treatment plant.

Technoman General Contracting
Tuna Factory in Socotra

YEMEN
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AED
Million

60

AED
Million

The project aims to support the fishing and fish resources sector on the island of
Socotra in Yemen. The project covers everything, from packaging and marketing of
produce to generating income for fishermen from export and opening up new export
markets. Being implemented by the Emirati company, Technoman Contracting, the
project comprises purchase and supply of a tuna canning plant with a production
capacity of 1000kg per hour, in addition to installation, electrical and mechanical work,
as well as site preparation.
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ABU DHABI EXPORTS
OFFICE (ADEX )
About ADEX
Abu Dhabi Exports Office (ADEX) was set up by
ADFD in 2019 to support the diversification of national
economy, enhance the competitiveness of national
exports and increase its share in the country’s GDP
growth. ADEX provides financing solutions including
loans and guarantees to overseas buyers seeking
to import non-oil goods and services from the UAE
national companies.
The strategic advantages and financing solutions
offered by ADEX include the following:
Enhancing the competitiveness of national
exporters and enabling them to enter new markets
with confidence.
Protecting national companies from potential
non-payment or payment default risks by overseas
buyers or importers.
Enabling overseas buyers to easily finance import
transactions with UAE national companies on
competitive commercial terms.
Promoting the status of the UAE and the reputation
of the UAE-based exporters as reliable international
trading partners, helping the country build a
diversified and sustainable national economy.

Strategic Partnerships
In 2020, ADEX signed partnership agreements
and MoUs with several government organizations
responsible for supporting national companies to
undertake exports and international trade, such as
Abu Dhabi Department of Economic Development
(ADDED), Dubai Export Development Corporation
(DEDC), Chambers of Commerce and Industry in
Abu Dhabi, Fujairah, Sharjah, Abu Dhabi Global Market,
and Etihad Credit Export Insurance. These partnerships
aimed to assist national exporting companies and
introduce them to ADEX’s export financing solutions
and its advantages that help them develop business
and open new international markets for their products
and services with confidence and security.
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Awareness Campaigns
ADEX, in collaboration with the UAE’s export and
trade promotion entities, launched several awareness
campaigns at the local level to support national
exporters and enhance their capabilities. These
activities included virtual workshops on how exporters
can effectively access export financing solutions to
expand their international presence. The collaboration
also included a series of meetings targeted at a select
group of Emirati exporters to introduce them how
they can optimally enhance their competitiveness
in global markets. The synergy also allowed both

sides to launch an initiative to develop the UAE’s
first comprehensive online database for all national
exporting companies.

Support for Efforts to
Overcome Covid-19 Challenges
Amidst the unprecedented disruption caused by
Covid-19 pandemic to global supply chains and
markets in 2020, ADEX launched a campaign to
outline the financial services it offers to Emirati

companies. These services enable companies to
access the much-needed financial support to grow
their international operations at a time when the
overseas buyers were facing major challenges in
accessing capital to complete import transactions.
Through its strategic plans to provide export finance,
ADEX aims to contribute to the efforts to address
the liquidity challenges faced by the UAE exporters
due to payment delays. In line with this priority, ADEX
provides financing solutions to overseas buyers to
enable them to make full and timely payments to the
UAE exporters. This ensures fund flow to the country’s
supply chain, benefits exporters and contributes to
the overall economic recovery.
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ADEX’S ECONOMIC
IMPACT IN 2020

Beneficiaries of the Financing Solutions
ADEX provides export financing solutions and guarantees to:

ADFD Board of Directors approved the allocation of
AED551 million ($150 million) for ADEX in 2020 to
accommodate export financing and help spur the
growth of exports of UAE national companies.
ADEX pledged to carry out financial operations worth
AED500 million ($136 million), representing 90%
of its total budget in the first year of operations in
2020. This ensures loans and guarantees to overseas
importers and buyers purchasing non-oil goods and
services from Emirati companies.

Governments and financial
institutions

Private companies seeking to
import goods and services
from the UAE

State-owned
enterprises

Foreign buyers with at least
30% UAE ownership

Financing Terms & Conditions
Financing Solutions Provided by ADEX

Direct
financing

Bank
guarantee

Indirect
Financing

ADEX deals directly with the overseas importer on behalf of the UAE company, and pays the
exporter once it is confirmed that the buyer has complied with all sales terms and conditions.
ADEX guarantees the entire transaction between the exporter and importer by covering all risks. In
case of direct financing, the export contract value should be a minimum amount of US$3 million.
ADEX provides financing up to 90% of the total value of the contract and sets the loan repayment
schedule between the importer and ADEX up to a maximum of 15 years.
It is a type of direct financing for importers who have reached a loan agreement with a bank
but need a guarantor. ADEX acts as the loan guarantor between the importer and the bank,
provided that the loan provided to the importer is intended to pay the UAE exporter. If the
importer defaults the payment, ADEX will pay the loan directly to the bank, ensuring a risk-free
transaction for both the bank and the UAE company.

This option allows credit lines with financial institutions to provide foreign buyers and importers
with loans to purchase goods or services from a UAE source with a minimum credit limit of
US$100,000. The bank provides the loan to the importer, and ADEX covers the risk in case of
default. This type of indirect financing enables small and medium companies to expand their
business and undertake international import.

Financed Goods & Services

Consultancy
services.
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Supply contracts
(consumer/capital
goods).

Infrastructure and
other construction
related projects.

The programme does not apply to
crude oil exports.

The applicant must be a foreign buyer and fulfill
the credit eligibility criteria

The products/services must be of
UAE origin.

Financing is offered in two currencies including
the UAE AED and the US dollar.

The financing ratio can reach 100% depending
on the type of funding as well as the risks and
nature of each transaction.
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RENEWABLE
ENERGY INITIATIVES
IRENA/ADFD Project Facility

82

UAE-Caribbean Renewable
Energy Fund (UAE-CREF)

86

IRENA/ADFD
PROJECT
FACILITY

Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) believes in the importance of
promoting renewable energy sources around the world and their effective role
in preserving the environment and achieving the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The Fund is committed to supporting the UAE’s
effort to promote clean energy in developing countries and accelerate the pace
of energy transition. The initiatives by ADFD not just reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases that induce climate change, but they create job opportunities
and contribute to sustainable development.
On the sidelines of the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) general
assembly, ADFD announced the allocation of AED384 million (US$105 million) to
eight renewable energy projects – to be implemented within the framework of the
IRENA/ADFD Project Facility – with a total generation capacity of 43 megawatts.
As part of the initiative’s seventh funding cycle, Nepal, Chad, Saint Lucia, Cuba,
Burkina Faso, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Antigua and Barbuda, and the
Maldives have benefited from the funding.
Within the framework of the initiative, the Fund signed in 2020 three agreements
with the governments of Togo, Niger and Liberia to finance renewable energy
projects that were qualified within the previous funding cycles. The projects
collectively will produce 34 megawatts of energy covering the needs of 750,000
rural families. They also will contribute to the effort to stimulate long-term
economic growth, while creating many jobs.

7

financing
cycles
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US$ 350
Million
allocation

The waste-to-energy project in the Maldives, which is part of the initiative, also received a certification from
Global Innovation Institute (GINI), a leading international professional certification, accreditation and membership
association in the field of innovation. The project is an example of how innovative ideas can be put to use to save
the environment and benefit every individual and community.
As part of the IRENA/ADFD Project Facility, the Fund financed 32 projects with a collective capacity of 228MW.
Worth AED1.28 billion (US$350 million), these projects benefited 26 countries by making clean energy available
to a large number of individuals and households at affordable prices. As a result, many low-income families could
get access to safe and sustainable supply of electricity, improving their quality of life significantly, while also
safeguarding the environment by reducing carbon-dioxide emission.
Reliable, sustainable and affordable energy supplies have also contributed to fundamental improvements in the
quality of health and education services in beneficiary countries. They also continue to play an important role in
preserving the environment, reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and contributing to limiting the phenomenon of
climate change.
The energy projects financed by ADFD are distinguished by the diversity of their sources, such as solar energy,
wind energy, hydropower, and geothermal energy. The initiative also covered various geographical areas around the
world, including Asia, Africa, Latin America, as well as many island nations.

26

beneficiary
countries

32

projects

228 MW

of renewables
generation capacity
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RENEWABLE ENERGY PARTNERSHIP WITH IRENA
SENEGAL

CAPE VERDE

Solar PV

Hybrid Solar & Wind

2 MW

2 MW

ST. VINCENT & GRENADINES

MAURITANIA

CHAD

NEPAL

Wind & Hydro

Solar PV Plant

Biogas Plant
25 GW

1 MW

Geothermal

10 - 15 MW

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA

Solar PV Plants

4 MW

6 MW
IRAN

Wind & Solar

5 MW

Wind
1 MW

Hybrid power plant

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Geothermal
5 MW

Hydro-Power

20 MW

8 MW

CUBA
Solar
15 MW

MARSHALL ISLANDS
NIGER

Solar PV Micro-Grids
4.6 MW

Solar PV
2.1 MW

Solar PV Farms
14.3 MW
SAINT LUCIA

GUYANA

Troumassee Solar Power Station

Solar

SAMOA
Biomass

3 MW

5.2 MW

10 MW

MALDIVES
ECUADOR

RWANDA

Hydro

Solar Kit
7.5 MW

3.4 MW

ARGENTINA

Waste to Energy

4 MW

Waste to Energy

Hydro

1.5 MW

7 MW

SIERRA LEONE
Solar PV

6 MW

LIBERIA

BURKINA FASO

SEYCHELLES

Solar PV

Solar PV
3.6 MW

Solar PV Plant
5 MW

2.1 MW

MALI

TOGO

Solar Hybrid

Solar PV

MAURITUS
Solar PV
10 MW

Solar PV Plant

30 MW

4 MW

3 MW

First Financing Cycle

Second Financing Cycle

Third Financing Cycle

Fourth Financing Cycle

Fifth Financing Cycle

Sixth Financing Cycle

Seventh Financing Cycle

Allocation of

Allocation of

Allocation of

Allocation of

Allocation of

Allocation of

Allocation of

41 Million

57 Million

46 Million

45 Million

25 Million

31 Million

105 Million

US$

US$

US$

US$

US$

US$

US$

6 Projects
19.4 MW

5 Projects
43 MW

4 Projects
11.6 MW

4 Projects
31.7 MW

2 Projects
17.5 MW

3 Projects
57.3 MW

8 Projects
47.8 MW
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UAECARIBBEAN
RENEWABLE
ENERGY FUND
(UAE-CREF)

Within the framework of the UAE-Caribbean Renewable Energy Fund
(UAE-CREF), in 2020 the largest renewable energy power project
was unveiled in three rural villages in Belize. The project includes the
construction of a hybrid plant that relies on solar powers and diesel.
Equipped with a battery system to store energy, it constitutes the largest
investment of its kind in renewable energy in the region.
The UAE-CREF is one of the largest initiatives in the renewable energy
sector in the Caribbean. It is a joint initiative between the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation; Abu Dhabi Fund for
Development, the financer of the projects; and the Abu Dhabi Future
Energy Company, Masdar, which is responsible for implementing
the projects. The projects are implemented in cooperation with the
governments of the beneficiary countries.

Since its inception in 2017, the initiative continued to make remarkable progress with many projects being carried
out in the Caribbean, not to mention the launch of three solar projects funded by ADFD in the Bahamas, Barbados,
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, which were selected during the first financing cycle. The total production
capacity of the three projects is 2.35 megawatts.
The projects funded under the UAE-CREF initiative contributed to enhancing energy security and confronting
climate change. They also created an appropriate environment to attract investments and create job opportunities
for the islanders, in addition to playing an important role in achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), especially SDG 7, which seeks to ensure universal access to affordable clean energy; as well as SDG
13 that calls for an urgent action to combat climate change and mitigate its impacts. This initiative also directly
supports the empowerment of women by creating jobs for them.

Map of UAE-CREF Beneficiary Countries

US$ 50 Million
total value of
the initiative

16

beneficiary
countries

3

financing
cycles

Bahamas

9.43 MW

of renewables
generation capacity
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Antigua and Barbuda

Saint Lucia

Haiti

Barbados
Nevis
Cuba
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Belize
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Trinidad & Tobago

Guyana
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PARTICIPATIONS, ACHIEVEMENTS AND EVENTS

Cooperation Agreements

Despite the challenges the world went through in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, Abu Dhabi Fund
for Development (ADFD) continued to achieve its prioritised goals and agenda while taking all precautionary
measures to ensure public safety. Thus, the Fund participated in virtual regional and international forums and
meetings to discuss the latest developments and challenges facing partner countries, as well as solutions and
initiatives to address those challenges.
In addition to its participation in several internal and external events, the Fund cooperated with many national and
international authorities and institutions as part of its active role in advancing sustainable development globally,
while supporting the national economy and enhancing its competitiveness advantage. Below is a summary of the
most important events in which the Fund participated during 2020.

Local Participations

Fifth Annual Meeting of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
In 2021, the UAE will host the fifth annual meeting of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) on the sidelines of EXPO 2020 Dubai. More than 100 member states are set to participate in the event, following which the
UAE’s one-year chairmanship of the bank’s board of governors will end.

Lecture at Al Manhal Majlis
ADFD Director General delivered a lecture at Al
Manhal Majlis on the topic ‘Leadership and Sustainable
Development’ as part of the Fund’s efforts to create
awareness among the local community about its
pioneering role in promoting sustainable development
across the UAE and in developing countries.

‘Sustainability and the Future’ in
Abu Dhabi
The Fund participated in a symposium organised by
Al Ittihad newspaper on the side-lines of Abu Dhabi
Sustainability Week. The participation aimed to
highlight the leading role played by the Abu Dhabi
government globally in deploying sustainable energy
solutions. The Fund also outlined the most prominent
strategic partnerships and pioneering projects that it
financed in the field of renewable energy to advance
sustainable development.
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Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week
The Fund held meetings with delegations from various
countries participating in Abu Dhabi Sustainability
Week. In addition to following up on the progress of
the projects financed by ADFD, the meeting aimed
to explore the areas of cooperation with beneficiary
governments to identify further development and
investment opportunities.

US$20m to Support the Capital of the
AGFUND Program

Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road
in Pakistan

ADFD signed an agreement to provide US$20 million
as part of the UAE’s contribution to the Arab Gulf
Program for Development (AGFUND). The support
articulates the country’s effort to enable the program
to achieve its developmental and strategic goals.

ADFD participated in the opening of Sheikh Mohamed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan Road in Pakistan. The Fund
allocated AED106 million towards the development
of the 42-kilometer road that holds a strategic
importance for the country by connecting nine cities
and six villages, all the while benefiting more than
627,000 people.

Inauguration of National Distribution
Centre in Guinea
The government of Guinea and ADFD launched the
National Distribution Centre, an electricity distribution
project, in Guinea. Completed on schedule despite the
unprecedented challenges created by the COVID-19
pandemic, the centre brings about significant
transformation in many rural areas of Guinea through
enabling reliable access to electricity. Furthermore, it
increases the capacity of the national electricity grid
to enhance the efficiency of the energy sector and to
accelerate socio-economic development in the country.

Inauguration of Bus Station and
Primary School Projects in Morocco
In the presence of representatives from ADFD, the
Government of Morocco inaugurated the bus station
and primary school projects in the city of Asilah in
Morocco. Developed with AED12.4 million financing
support from ADFD, the projects contribute to
accelerating the sustainable development process
as well as reflect positively on achieving meaningful
socio-economic growth in the city of Asilah and
across Morocco.

Collaboration with the United States International Development Finance Corporation (DFC)
ADFD signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the United States International Development Finance
Corporation (DFC) as part of the Fund’s endeavour to exchange information and benefit from technical expertise
in the field of financing private sector investments and projects in developing countries. The MoU also aimed to
enhance cooperation between the two entities and to develop financing and investment tools that contribute to
achieving common goals on economic development.
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Internal Events

Board of Directors Meeting
Technical Workshop
To mark the UAE Innovation Month, ADFD hosted a
lecture entitled ‘Digital Economy - Role of Technology
and Innovation in Digital Transformation’ presented
by Dr. Essam Al Falasi, Director of the Information
Technology Department at the Ministry of Economy.
In addition to tackling the global challenges in the
era of digital economy and the role of technology in
addressing future challenges, the lecture highlighted
examples of digital transformation.

ADFD’s Results and Achievements
in 2019
ADFD Delegation Visits Al Hosn Palace
ADFD employees visited Al Hosn Palace, the capital’s
most iconic landmark, basking in the nation’s rich
heritage, and learning more about the emirate’s
history and distinct culture.

Workshop on Impact of
Accounting Policy Manual
ADFD hosted a training session on the impact of the
Fund’s new accounting policy manual and practices.
The session aimed to enhance the efficiency of ADFD
employees and provide them with an overview of
International Financial Reporting Standards given its
impact on the Fund’s operations.
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In the presence of the Fund’s employees, ADFD
Director General reviewed successes and milestones
achieved and outlined by the Fund’s strategic plan
for the year 2019. The Director General thanked
ADFD employees for their dedication that helped the
Fund achieve remarkable results and urged them to
continue excelling in their performance.

His Highness Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister of Presidential Affairs, and Chairman
of ADFD chaired the Fund’s Board of Directors meeting
for the year 2020 – held at Qasr Al Watan. Drawing the
participation of His Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, Minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation and Deputy Chairman of ADFD, the meeting
discussed the Fund’s efforts towards driving sustainable
development in developing countries, the initiatives it
launched to address the fallouts of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and ADFD contributions to containing the pandemic locally,
regionally and globally.

National Day
ADFD marked the 49th National Day of the UAE as
well as the development and progress it achieved
under its founding fathers, helping the country take
a prominent position at the forefront of developed
countries within a short period. The UAE National
Day is an important occasion to celebrate the
achievements and successes the country achieved
across diverse fields, owing to the vision of the wise
leadership and their relentless efforts to promote the
highest possible levels of growth and prosperity.
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Geographical Distribution of Development Projects

ADFD and Government Loans: Commitments and Withdrawals

(Amount in AED Million)

(Amount in AED Million)

59%

30%

Value
60,269

Value
30,454

Asia

Africa

10%

1%

Value
10,417

Value
883

Europe

Americas

0%

LOANS

LOAN
WITHDRAWALS

BALANCE

Africa

14,584.19

13,256.63

1,327.56

Asia

24,258.87

22,856.26

1,402.61

Americas

534.06

238.98

295.08

Europe

10,157.47

9,904.36

253.11

Oceania

55.1

0.00

55.10

49,589.69

46,256.23

3,333.46

REGION

Value
238

Oceania

TOTAL

ADFD and Government Grants: Commitments and Withdrawals
(Amount in AED Million)
REGION

Sectoral Distribution of ADFD Contributions and Investments

GRANTS

GRANT WITHDRAWALS

BALANCE

Africa

15,870.25

14,190.18

1,680.07

Asia

36,010.50

19,426.86

16,583.64

Americas

348.93

43.05

305.88

Europe

259.95

2.82

257.13

Oceania

183.65

166.54

17.11

52,673.28

33,829.45

18,843.83

TOTAL
Agriculture
& Fisheries

Hotels &
Tourism

9.2%

1.3%

ADFD and Government: Commitments and Withdrawals
(Amount in AED Million)

Oil & Gas

Industry

3.2%

6.3%

Automotive

LOAN COMMITMENTS

GRANT COMMITMENTS

CAPITAL

2020

49,589.69

52,673.28

16 Billion

2019

47,367.24

51,195.39

16 Billion

2018

42,966.34

45,691.22

16 Billion

2017

36,974

43,033

16 Billion

Financial

2.5%

0.8%

Private
Equity Funds

4.1%
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YEAR

Real Estate

10%

Telecom

61.6%
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